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Are you thriving. repair thyroid problems•. Spending the time that you just won’ Folks are
suffering and several haven’t had usage of the procedure they truly need to get better. Until
now.In interviews with the most progressive doctors in the field of antiaging medicine, #1 NY
Instances bestselling author and women’s wellness pioneer Suzanne Somers uncovers
enlightening, lifesaving information for an all natural, drug-free approach to living.or do you
need a wellness BREAKTHROUGH? restore hearing•s challenged medical environment, she
shares the 8 Methods TO WELLNESS that form the cornerstone of breakthrough medicine.
Readers will discover how to: • and much more!. preserve eyesight• improve memory• detect
diabetes early•t have with your personal doctor in today’ sleep 8 to 9 hours every night without
drugs• balance hormones through bioidentical (not synthetic, cancer-causing) hormone
replacement•
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I recommend this book for every lady age 30+ I highly recommend studying how bio-identical
hormones can help every lady during their period of peri-menopause, menopause and post
menopause. I bought this book due to Kim Catrell's role as, "Samantha" in the 2nd Sex In The
City MOVIE when they all proceed to one of the 7 Emirates of UAE. "Samantha" had this reserve
in tow and while watching the movie, I noticed the reserve she was holding, made note of it,
bought the book, read the reserve in it's entirety and also have been under the care of Bio-
Identical Hormone Doctor in NYC for days gone by 10-years and I 110% attest fantastic
outcomes - for the advantage of all mankind. Amazing! And now the footnote about the Anti
Malignancy publication (quit reading at this point if you aren't thinking about the very best book
on cancers that I've browse). Suzanne Somers is ahead of her time. I am so excited. Not that I
believe every word she says or the doctors she interviews in her publication. But, you need to
provide her credit for at least displaying us there are alternatives to acquiring medications out
there. Fabulous and brand-new information about self care. DSS has followed meditation, which
he believes assists him tremendously. I just wish our medical program allows us to do some of
the preventative things mentioned in this reserve, because so many of them aren't paid for by
insurance and so are not affordable to most citizens. And I have had people tell me they
wouldn't provide a nickel for a publication by Suzanne Somers, well think about this, she has
been learning and learning about health and options for quite sometime, longer than some
nutritionists I understand that are practicing. Not for me thank you. Western conventional
medicine doesn't have all the answers, there's lots of herbs, spices, plant life, foods, etc. As time
passes, as your blood is re-tested, the pharmacist and doctor will stumble on to the correct
dosages for you. Since I have type 2 diabetes (thanks to Agent Orange, Vietnam), I am well alert
to what the hormone insulin will: it stimulates my program so that sugar in my bloodstream is
used to produce energy, or it really is pressured into my muscle tissues for storage space, it
becomes excess fat and I gain weight, or it continues to float in my blood. Often take
responsibility on your own wellness, your doctor isn't always right!! Amazing Information Please
do yourself a favor and read this and also her other books, We am so pleased I did when I simply
got diagnosed with breast cancer and today Personally i think like there are additional options
than being sick! Great resource! After I finished her publication on cancer, Knockout, I made a
decision to read the one she wrote before . This one might have a subtitle, "practicing
endocrinology on a different level. She did not go through chemo or radiation, but continued his
system, and is healthy. In a nutshell, the doctors (and others) interviewed are interested in
keeping us healthful, in order that we will live well until we die.. Though there are numerous
topics handled in the publication, the theme handles hormones, which are essential to maintain
us alive. daily walks work wonders), and avoid tension (don't over commit). Suzanne Somers
This really enables you to think about the way the typical MD's and pharmaceuticals are
screwing all of us. Lots of things: our minds deteriorate, we put on weight, our skin wrinkles, we
become forgetful, we have little or no get or momentum, etc. This book is written by a medical
doctor, who happens to truly have a PhD, and who's also a scholar (that are over 30 web pages
of footnotes in the reserve, chock full of citations)., in order to maintain an effective degree of
hormones? Answers to these queries receive in this book. So whatever it might seem about
Susanne at least realize we have more choices than what the current medical profession in the
US has to offer us.. So I have to focus on what insulin is doing in my own body. Should my
pancreas not produce beta cells (which become insulin), I will have to take insulin shots to
maintain an effective level of glucose in my own blood. Must go through! All hormones function
in an identical fashion: if your levels of estrogen, testosterone, progesterone, are depleted, or out



of balance, you will establish conditions within your body which are undesired: your mental
sharpness will never be there, you will be forgetful, you won't have energy, your sexual travel will
leave, your vaginal areas will dry up, etc. etc. It's so fine that she shares this with the world. DSS
was skeptical about this notion for at least six years after the tumor was initially discovered, and
since he didn't believe in God, he previously no way to obtain security to handle these emotional
problems. The answers are in this reserve, but i want to give you the bottom line: you must
locate a doctor who specializes in "anti aging". Doctors who specialize in this arena will test
thoroughly your blood, and predicated on the results, will send out you to compounding
pharmacies, who'll mix lotions, gels, capsules, etc, which you use on an experimental basis.
Unfortunately, no "one size fits all" with the pharmacist or the physician. which have healing
powers and also have been used for centuries to relieve conditions, ailments and illnesses. This
incident piqued my curiosity, so I browse the book. There are conditions, however, to this
regimen: you must eat correct, and you need to exercise. That leads us back again to the
Mediterranean diet urged in the Anti Cancer book, mentioned below. Put simply, you will not get
a magic tablet, which adjustments your symptoms, but doesn't get rid of the underlying cause
(this is the traditional Western medical practice). She really is benefiting women all over the
place will all of her wisdom. Once again, it is obtainable in your library. The book is about what
we are able to do to fight cancer. ! Though this might seem impossible, since most patients rest
for times after concluding a chemo program, she struggled though that program, and continued
in martial arts many years thereafter. this one was too great, and I held reading. However, that is
one piece of writing you will wish on your book shelf, for upcoming reference. Although author
doesn't contact on technologies dealing with pH balance, the result of oxygen in diets,
relationships with God, and some other issues which are probably important, Dr. David Servan-
Schreiber ("DSS") echoes many works of others, but presents the material from slightly different
perspective, all of which is usually positive and encouraging. If you read any of the Amazon sites
or other book reviews about this author, his story is fairly popular. This French born psychiatrist
practiced medicine in Pittsburg, and during one of is own research projects when he volunteered
to have an MRI, he found that he had brain cancer. The walnut sized tumor was removed, he
recovered and came back to his frantic medical practice. A lot more than five years after
remission, and through a number of unique circumstances, he discovered the cancer had
returned (he actually gives a scientific description as to why cancers return after surgery,
radiation and chemotherapy). Although medical methods are dissimilar, the malignancy patients
(by and large) have been healed without radiation and chemotherapy. He has done so, and is
currently 18 years in remission. Thank you thank you thank you. Our environment, filled with
toxins and carcinogens, feed undesired chemicals into what we eat, whether it is animal or
vegetable or drinking water. Though our immune systems are normally strong plenty of to
withstand the assault, toxins can throw us out of stability, and we find we must fight unwanted
illnesses, because poisons possess overloaded our immune systems.Nutritionists tell us if we
change our diet plan, we can limit our contact with poisons, and our immune systems can do
what they are made to carry out, which is, safeguard us from the disastrous ramifications of
these poisons. But our component in the equation doesn't end at the dining room table. We
need to change how we live, by exercise and by changing certain attitudes.After you read this, I
don't think you will regret being exposed to a branch of remedies that wants to discover some
other approach to treating cancer (whether brain, breast, ovarian, lung, and so on. Although there
are reasons for this trend, the bottom line is this: our natural immune systems cannot handle the
onslaughts of the toxins and carcinogens, that have become part of what we consume and



drink. So where do we head to treatment this condition, other than locate an endocrinologist?
During the period of time, he learned that among the staffers at the University of Pittsburg
(where DSS worked) was discovering that one foods actually help battle cancer. Finally, he
desires us to detoxify our own surroundings (stop smoking, use deodorants which contain no
aluminum, view our exposure to herbicides and pesticides, and so forth). Though diet is
essential, he also stresses the advantages of exercise. One case in particular was very
interesting, which dealt with a lady going through chemotherapy. She was recommended to
engage in martial arts. Here's the skinny on the Anti Cancer reserve:Anti Cancer: A FRESH Way
of LifeDavid Servan-Schreiber, MD PhD©2009Penguin Books I normally usually do not end
reading a book in four days; DSS regards bleached flour and glucose as feeders of tumor, and
cites plenty of evidence to aid his bottom line. Though DSS doesn't really explain the
advantages of exercise, other than giving the results, I've learned from other readings that
oxygen (which is stated in abundance in aerobic fitness exercise) kills tumor cells; aerobic
exercise delivers the oxygen needed to accomplish that job. In addition to exercise and diet, he
also goes into the psychological issues of the individual. If the patient comes with an attitude of
helplessness, or from a Christian perspective, can be a person without wish, that person's
recovery will become severally impaired. I love that I've choices and I will always seek for more
information about my very own health and not just have a doctors term or a prescription just
because he says I should. I actually met somebody who is a 20-year breast cancers survivor
who saw one of the doctors in this book. The exercise actually helped her recovery. In addition,
he wants us to consume more Omega 3's and much less Omega 6's. The Omega 6 diet plan
inflames cells, coagulates blood, and simulates cell growth ( such as cancer cell development).
Omega 3's generate the exact opposite impact. This seminal book came at a critical period for
DSS, and in the Anti Cancer book, DSS spends a lot of time in explaining why green tea extract,
turmeric, and other foods actually kill cancer cells. Though you can't really give a satisfactory yet
short overview of the publication, here's the gist of what he's recommending: since we all have
been exposed to toxins and carcinogens, let's perform our part to stay healthy.! Think about a
hormone as the spark in the sparkplug: it stimulates something, which causes a response. With
this in mind, can be there anything we can do to dietary supplement our diets, etc. Do not ignore
what he is saying.Another footnote on cancer books: consider reading Suzanne Somer's book
on physicians who treat cancer, Knockout. Stop reading this review if this topic isn't of interest
for you, but once again, as another resource on cancer books, here are my thoughts about this
one:Suzanne Somers©2009Crown Publishers I am a skeptic in many respects, based on years
of observing human being behavior, and living through an array of experiences. I only purchased
products described by the doctors within the reserve. With this bias, I nonetheless browse it
after a client told about her hubby (also a client) who was simply cured by one of the doctor
interviews in the publication. She went on to say, they would not have searched for this doctor, if
they had not read about him in this publication. When that happens, your hormones will end up
being balanced, and you will feel like a fresh person.We am still feeding on humble pie, because
Miss Somers has collected an abundance of material, all of which dovetailed with what I read
within the Anti Cancer reserve, reviewed above.Though he underwent thirteen weeks of
chemotherapy, plus some radiation, he began to pay attention to advice nutritionists had been
badgering him about for several years: change everything you are eating. Keep yourself well-
informed! they practice within their home towns, all over the United States) didn't follow the
herd, as they say, but rather, wished to find out what actually fixed their sick patients. The results
are statistically speaking, "off the charts", but the bottom line is, the patients (maybe a majority



of them) were cured by the treatments fashioned by these creative medical doctors. The medical
community has not accepted their methods to healing, nor possess the FDA or drug companies.
That is unfortunate, and nearly criminal from a patient's perspective. However, none of this bad
bias offers dissuaded this group of "alternative medication" doctors from forging ahead, as they
make an effort to cure their individuals. I could include excerpts from the book, within this
review, but have decided never to. Instead, I urge you to learn this publication, and make your
very own decisions. The interviews are worthy of the price of the book, should you buy it, but if
you're like me, start out with a borrowed copy or a library duplicate. One of the most significant
observations he makes deals with the upsurge in cancer prices in western, civilized countries,
since 1940.). Thank you for writing this Great book. A great deal of recommendations apart from
her line of products. Purchase this reserve recently from a suggestion by an excellent friend,
wow I'm thus glad I did so! In this specific case, my attitude towards the writer (and thus, this
publication) was shaped by her Television show and her outward appearance: how could
somebody with this "recent" and "present" probably be sharp enough to write a book about
cancer? Some of the points I curently have and use, but others were not used to me and have
produced an astonishing difference in my health. Many thanks for writing this. By the end of the
book is usually a glossary of her products, but it is not the meat of the book. From this, we learn
that hormones stimulate reactions. I feel some of the unfavorable reviewers didn't actually read
the book.! I have learned so much and will feel benefits already! Never Give Up Thank God to get
Suzanne Somers who all always brings such an individual touch into your home and center. As
we age group, for reasons uknown, our hormone levels decrease, so the question after that
arises, what happens to us physically? As a psychiatrist, who practices psychology as a subset
of his practice, he is well aware of the emotional benefits of meditation." But most people don't
know what endocrinology is, in order that name wouldn't sell many books. Definitely worth the
read. Good Info.!! Watch what we consume (as he puts it, view our terrain), don't turn into a couch
potato (exercise 30 minutes a day;! I love the reserve and Suzanne she is before her time in
some a lot of things. etc. This reserve is among the most interesting reads I've had in a long
time. We've heard all this tips from others, but when you have cancers, you understand why
efforts are created to keep the environment clean. Love this Amazing book I think every person
should read this reserve, it's .. That is a noble objective. I think everyone should read this
publication, it's very eye opening and extremely helpful.! Will read even more of her books,
Ageless is normally next! I concur that the Big Pharmaceutical companies and the medical
community all together do nothing more than compose prescriptions for our ailments and
afflictions. I just .. If there is too much in my blood, I could go blind, possess severe pain in my
own feet (neuropathy), have heart attacks because my blood vessels are weakened by the
glucose, put on weight, and so forth. Fabulous and brand-new information about self care. Some
prescriptions are more threatening than the condition. All physicians interviewed (and there are
a lot of them; I love SS! I've my first appointment with a doctor that specializes in bio-identical
hormones in few days, thanks to Suzanne. I like what Suzanne is trying to say here. I've also
read her book Knockout - both are a wealth of innovative concepts and information. Five Stars
Was shipped in good shape. I am very pleased with my purchase. Five Stars trying it. Three Stars
Interesting
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